FROM:

5 ILVER iBEKGT-Ul E. ?□. ST,

Hello out there, This is my first attempt at putting

out a fanzine, tho I’ve been a fan for about two years

now. I had put out a carbon-zine that aborted after
two Issues, but I don’t think that really oounted as

X/WXX a fanzine. It had a circulation of four; me,

two friends, and my desk draizer,

I suppose I’ll explain myself to the mass of you,
those who’ve never metme, I seen to have a rather
interesting reputation, Ilainly, whenever I introduce

myself at a fan pratherin'T. a rrrflat. Anal nf
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--------

of brace themselves* This I attribute to lingering remains
of the statement by Donald Gollheim that I was "a second
Degler" *■ People still expect me to make some startlingly
shocking statement that will prove conclusively that I
really am a total fool, and then they*re surprised when I
don’t go around gathering names for a rejuvenated ’Cosmic
Circle'»
Of courses by this time I suppose that D.W. has mellowed
on me considerably, I’ve evidently turned out to be the
same type of neo that 8/ has been turning out for the last
20 odd years. After all, D.W. introduced me to fandom*
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COVEHILLO by DA LG:’RD, who also goes under the name of
Silverberg.
COKING NEXTISH: an article on Ray Bradbury (how be works)*
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Typed on Smith-Corona Portable & Underwood Five, this
issue is dedicated to Ed Eeskys, well known fan, the
one who builds H-bombs for a living*

SONG OF ITSELF...

I do suppose I ppuld provide..a.little information
|rself» At the moment, I attend an East Coast
Prep school, a member of the Senior Class, hopeful
of attending New York University at Washington
Square., I am firstly a collector and secondly a
fan, with tendings toward illustrating* ly illos
have appeared in Free Radical & the ESS Mercurian
S.F. society mag. I have a monthly column in S.F.
Times. My collection is now over the 1,000 mark
and aiming for two. My great love is the paperbacks*
I now have all the original SF from Ballantine
(first printings; not the recent spate of reprints)
and all except 5 or 6 from Ace, xk as well as a
great many other pbs.
That’s it for now, lads! See you nextish.
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